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The molecular origin of various rheological properties of mate-
rial is studied. Depending on time and temperature, homogeneous 
polymeric materials exhibit typical features of glass, rubber, and 
viscous fluid while heterogeneous polymeric systems exhibit plas-
ticity in addition to these features. For basic understanding of the 
features, the molecular motion and structures at various scales are 
studied for polymeric systems in  deformed state. Measurements 
are performed of rheological properties with various rheometers, 
of isochronal molecular orientation with flow birefringence, and 
of auto-correlation of the orientation with dynamic  dielectric spec-
troscopy. Direct observation of molecular motion is also carried 
out with fluorescent microscopy and molecular simulations.
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Dielectric and Viscoelastic Investigation of 
Segmental Dynamics of Polystyrene above 
Glass Transition Temperature: Cooperative 
Sequence Length and Relaxation Mode 
Distribution

Atactic polystyrene (PS) has the type-B dipole perpen-
dicular to the chain backbone so that its segmental motion 
activates the dielectric relaxation. For monodisperse PS 
and oligostyrene (OS) samples of various molecular weights 
M, details of this motion were examined at temperatures T 
well above Tg through comparison of the complex modu-
lus, G*=G'+iG", and the complex dielectric permittivity, 
e*=e'−ie", measured as functions of the angular frequency 
w. For the OS samples, G*(w) and e*(w) fully relaxed 
through the segmental dynamics thereby exhibiting low-w 
terminal tails, G'(w)∝w2, G"(w)∝w, ∆e'(w)≡e'(0)–
e'(w)∝w2, and e"(w)∝w, at w below the segmental relax-
ation frequency ws. For the PS samples, G*(w) relaxed 
partly through the segmental dynamics and then exhibited 
the polymeric full relaxation characterized by the Rouse-like 
behavior followed by the terminal flow behavior (with/
without intermediate entanglement plateau depending on 
M). In contrast, e*(w) of the PS samples still relaxed 
 completely through the segmental dynamics. For respec-
tive samples, the G*(w) and e*(w) data in the segmental 

relaxation zone exhibited very similar relaxation mode 
distribution. Nevertheless, a ratio of the dielectrically and 
viscoelastically detected segmental relaxation times, 
r(M)=ws,G/w s,ε, and the dielectric relaxation intensity, 
∆e(M), decreased with increasing M up to M*≅2×103 and 
then became insensitive to M on a further increase of M. 
The viscoelastic segmental relaxation reflects the coopera-
tive torsion of the repeating units along the molecular 
backbone, while the dielectric segmental relaxation detects 
reorientational motion of those units affected by both 
 intra- and inter-molecular cooperativity. The observed 
 decreases of r(M) and ∆e(M) suggested that the dimension 
m of the whole OS molecule (over which the cooperative 
torsion occurs) is smaller than the length scale c for the 
inter-molecular cooperative motion and that m approaches 
c on an increase of M up to M*. Consequently, the  high-M 
PS molecules having m>c exhibited the M-insensitive 
r(M) and ∆e(M). Thus, the M value for the crossover 
 between these two regimes, M*≅2×103, can be taken as 
the molecular weight of the cooperative sequence along 
the PS backbone. Furthermore, the quantitative similarity 
of the viscoelastic and dielectric mode distributions sug-
gests that the cooperative torsion of the repeating units 
along the molecular backbone is governed by the cross-
correlation of the units belonging to different molecules.


